STEM Launch K-8 Dress/Uniform Code Policy:
To promote and ensure a focused and productive learning environment, all clothing and
accessories must follow District Superintendent's Policy (Code: 5060) and the STEM Launch
Handbook. If students, parents, or guardians are in need of assistance understanding or meeting
our schools requirements, please contact any administrator. We are here to help.

STEM Launch specific requirements:
The word "solid" means: NO numbers, letters, words, symbols, logos, patterns, or
artwork.
Monday through Thursday all student will wear a STEM Launch tee, polo, sweatshirt, or hoody.
Pants, shorts, skirts, or capris must be solid light tan (Khaki) in color.
Fridays are "jean" days. Solid blue, black, or tan long denim pants, shorts, skirts, or capris are
allowed with a STEM Launch tee, polo, sweatshirt, or hoody. NO other jean colors will be
allowed.
While on field trips or during out-of-school activities students are expected to follow the Monday
through Thursday policy (polo preferred or required.)

Undershirts, Sweat Shirts and Hoodies:
Sweatshirts and hoodies worn as a standalone are allowed only if they are STEM hoodies. If the
hoody is taken off at any time, the student must have appropriate STEM Launch logoed clothing
underneath.
Undershirts worn beneath the STEM logoed uniform must be either solid white, black or solid
grey. This includes leggings.

Other exclusions:
"Sagging" pants by intention or design.
No hats of any kind inside of the building unless exempted by an administrator.
Clothing that is intentionally ripped or distressed.
No holes or frayed edges.
Jewelry or accessories that could pose a safety issue or distraction.
Modifications to STEM clothing.
Shirts cannot be knotted in the back if they expose undershirt.
Any coats, sweaters, headwear, jewelry or clothing that does not meet the above requirements
must be immediately removed and placed in a locker after entering the building.

Special days, exceptions, or modifications to our dress code will be clearly
communicated to students, parents, and staff.

